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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Previous Studies 
No previous studies.-- Aa far as the writer has been able to determine 
no studies have been published which are specifically concerned with the 
reasons why CCC youth leave school. The Jmerican Youth Commission under 
the direction of the American Council on Education is at present making a 
study of CCC youth and has included the problem of school elimination 
among the objectives of the study • . To date, however, the results of that 
investigation have not been made public and information is at band which 
would seem to indicate that the problem of school mortality will represent 
but a small part of the entire study. 
Related studies.-- Among the studies which are closely related to the 
present study, the work of L. Thomas Hopkins !f is perhaps most applicable. · 
He concludes that 11continuation-school pupils are a selected group of young 
people." For this reason the results of his investigation are of particular 
signifiCance since Connecticut CCC youth, as will be shown later in this 
study, are also aselected group of young people. Hopkins, using the 
intelligence test as the basis of his investigation, tested 732 children 
in the continuation school, aged 14 and 15 and compared the results with 
the test scares attained by a compara~le unmber of children in the regular 
jJ L. Thomas Hopkins, "The Intell ilgence of Continuation Children in 
Massachusetts." Harvard School of Education Series No. 5. Harvard 
University Press, Cambridge, Yassachusetts, 1924. 
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school at the same age level. He found that the median mental age of the 
continuation-school group was two years and six months below that of the 
regular-school group. From this he concluded that "pupils left school to 
go to work because they did not have sufficient intelligence to do the 
things which school required. 11 In the portion of his study devoted to 
reasons for leaving school, Hopkins interviewed 151 pupils in the con-
tinuation school, supplementing his interviews by talks with teachers and 
principals, school records, and home visitations in the cases where any 
doubt existed relative to the reliability of the pupils' answers. The 
regults of the interviews showed: 
economic reasons 
disciplinary reasons 
inability to do school work 
desire to go to work 
6 per cent 
4 per cent 
50 per cent 
40 per cent 
The supplementing of his interview work showed that the interview alone 
was unreliable and caused him to make the statement that 11 informa.tion 
received from children as to why they leave school to go to work is ~ 
reliable and cannot be accepted without a careful checking." Hopkins, 
after supplementing his interviews with other information, finally con-
eluded that the economic reason and the desire to go to work were of little 
significance and that inability to do the work of the regular school is 
by far the most important factor. 
The fact that the interview alone proved unreliable in the Hopkins 
study ia of interest in relation to this present study since no supple-
menting devices are here employed. However, Hopkins dealt with children 
14 and 15 years of age where as the present study involves boys uetween 
the ages of 17 and 24. Certainly, responses of such individuals may be 
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expected to be far more dependable, particularly when adequate ex-
planation of the purpose of the interview has been made to them. Further 
conditions which tend to improve the reliability of the interview in the 
present instame are explained under the heading, methods. 
In spite of the excel lence of the Hopkins study, one might have 
wished that the results had been based on a larger number of cases (151 
in. the section devoted to school leaviDg) and that more emphasis on the 
influence of the home background and the school itself as possible 
factors in school leaving bad been made. 
The most comprehensive study of youth and its prob l ems has been made 
by Bell, -¥ 1938. .Aided by a staff of 35 trained men and women he inter-
viewed 13,528 young people between the ages of 16 and 24 in the state of 
Maryland. Every effort was made to obtain. a representative cross section. 
of the youth of the state which the author says is representative of the 
rest of the states in the union. The interview was the sole device used. 
The section of the study devoted to reasons for leaving school is based on 
10,850 cases and reveal s the following reasons: 
economic reasons 54.Q, per cent 
lack of interest 24.6 per cent 
feeling of completion upon graduation 13.2 per cent 
poor health 3.3 per cent 
to marry 3.Q per cent 
other 2.2 per cent 
Unfortunately for purposes of comparison with results of the present 
study, the above percentages include both sexes. However. the author 
presents one graph showing differences between responses of boys and girls 
jJ Howard M. Bell, "Youth Tell Their Story," American Council on. Education, 
Washington., D.C. 1938, conducted for the American. Youth Commdssion.. 
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and the percentage of the boys alone are not sufficiently different to 
change the total percentages in &nT important aspect. 
Still other factors make comparison difficult. First, the invest!-
gation is concerned with a representative group rather than a selected 
group. Second, the fact that no testing was done prevents acy examination 
of the intelligepce quotient as a factor in school mortality. Third, the 
interviews were done by a large staff of interviewers rather than b.y one 
individual. In a eituation such as the interview where personality of 
the interviewer is such an important factor, data collected by a number 
of individuals is certain to show some irregularity. In spite of the best 
kind of training, soma differences in the collecting of data will creep 
in when a large number of investigators are involved. Under such condi-
tiona, it ia difficult to achieve uniformity as to methods and results. 
Proctor,lf in an important study of California high school pupils in 
1919, tested 107 pupila with the Stanford Einet and 955 pupils with the 
AriD'¥ Alpha tests. As a result of a careful follow-up, he was able to 
state: 
11Tbe high school principal can be reasonably sure that . fifty 
per cent of those who test below normal will be eliminated within 
the first two yeara; that twenty-five per cent ~ditional of the 
sub-normal group will have been transferred to other high schools 
because of failure in their work; and that a negligible number 
will ever graduate ••••••• Lack of mental ability waa the most 
potent cause of failure." 
R1chmsn2/ fOUIId that most drop.. outs show failure in two or more 
subjects. Many show home conditions from abJect poverty to broken homes 
jJ W.W.Proctor, IIPsychological Tests a s a Means of Measuring the Probable 
School Success of High School Pupils, 11 :·J ournal of Education. Vol. I, 
pp266-268, (1919). 
gj Harry Richman, DroP-Outs? Clearing House, (Mq 1939) 13:548-50. 
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with the resultant lack of one parent. In many cases, deficiency in 
health, low readiDg ability and low I.Q,•s. also are revealed. 
Carlisle and Williamslf made a study of slow pupils based on 400 
cases who attended lOth grade in a single cosmopolitan high school. They 
concluded that 11 slow pupils who do not remain in school are in mentality, 
as a group at least equal to those who do remain. They read equally well. 
They are handicapped, however, in that they do not come from a generally 
satisfactory home backgr ound, much more so than do the grou}l who remain 
in school." 
A number of other investigations have been made but, in general, they 
show results comparable to one or more of the studies reported above. 
With the exception of the importance of the I.~. as a factori however, 
t~ere seems to be little consistency in the matter of emphasis. Some 
studies list one reason as most important while other studies show another. 
Previous studies not entirely applicable.-- An examination of previous 
studies reported above reveals that none of the investigations completely 
applies to the problem of school leaving as it concerns CCC youth because 
of one or more of the following reasons: 
First, no previous studies have been made of CCC youth in connection 
with t he reasons f or leaving school. 
~eond, many studies are concerned with a representative group of 
youth rather than a selected group such as the COO. 
Third, no studies involving a thousand or more cases and combining 
the results of intelligence tests with results of individual interviews 
iJ John c. Carlisle and L. A. Williams . ~~~~ - ~pile Are Being Elimi nated 11 , 
Clearing House, (December 1938) 13:233-4. 
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have been made. Nor is there any record of a study based on a relatively 
large number of cases where all the interviews have been made by a single 
individual. 
Fourth, there is sufficient inconsistency apparent in results of 
previous studies to indicate the need for additional study of this 
problem. 
The Problem 
School mortality a vitaL problem.-- In their search for a school 
curriculum more suited to the needs and interests of .American youth, 
modern educators are intensely concerned with the problem of school 
mortality. Many secondary schools lose one-half of each incoming class 
before that class has been brought to graduation. 
Particularly concerns CCC.-- If school officials are concerned with 
this problem, CCC educators should be even more concerned because a very 
high percentage of the CCC enrollee body is composed of boys who have 
dropped out of school. The CCC educational program is still largely in 
the experi:roontal stage. Therefore, any light that can be thrown on the 
reasons why these boys left school will aid materially in the working out 
of an improved educational program in the camps. If there are elements 
of the regular school system which were instru:roontal in causing CCC boys 
to drop out, it would be well to know what these factors are in order that 
they may be eliminated from the camp educational program or at least 
modified to the extent that they no longer remain objectionable. The 
main purpose of this study, then, is to make a thorough investigation of 
the reasons why CCC boys left school, giviDg special attention to factors 
of the school, the ho:roo background, and the innate capacity of the individual. 
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An aid to school authorities.-- Since the problem of this study is 
so closely related to the current movement for revision of the school 
curriculum, it is hoped that the findings Maf prove helpful to those upon 
whom rest the responsibility for revitalizing the American educational 
system. 
Methods and Materials 
General plan.-- The writer is an educational adviser in one of the 
Connecticut CCC camps and is known to those in charge of educational 
activities in other camps in the state. It was therefore decided to 
conduct the investigation entirely within Connecticut where full co-
operation in other camps would be assured and where some degree of 
uniformity as to tn>e of individual to be studied might be expected. 
In order to obtain data which would be both uniform and extensive, the 
writer made a personal study of each of approximately one thousand cases. 
He visited all of the nine Junior CCC companies in the state, contacting 
an average of one hundred or more boys in each camp. Since there is per-
haps no one better qualified to supply the reasons for leaving school 
than the individual himself, all data were collected by means of the 
personal interview. 
The standard interview form.-- In order to draw up an interview form 
which would include every possible reason for school leaving, sixty boys , 
known personally to the writer, were asked to relate the real reasons 
why they left school. Upon the basis of these responses a three-page 
interview form was devised.l/The form included questions relating to home 
background, school experience, health, and provided space for such other 
information as age, race, religion, nationality of parents and intelligence 
quotient. It was so arranged that responses might be indicated by 
check marks to save time and eliminate the rather dubious practice of 
taking l engthy narrative notes during the course of the interview. The 
form was a l so designed to provide a number of checks as to the 
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re l iab i lity of the interviewee's answers. If, for example, t he boy 
indicated at the beginning of the interview that there were s ufficient 
funds in the hom and then, at the end of the interview, stated that he 
left school because his family needed financial assistance, it was obvious 
to the interviwer that the boy was not telling the truth or that he had 
not c l early thought out the real reason why he left school. In such a 
case it was the task of the interviwer to question the boy further until 
he was reasonably certain that he had obtained a genuine answer. The 
boys were not asked the sterotyped questions on the interview form but 
were questioned informally and often indirectly until the information 
desir ed had been obtained. 
Reliab i lity of the interview.-- The re l iability of the interview is 
based on several factors, not the least of whiCh is the fact that the 
writer has lived and worked twenty-four hours a day in a CCC camp over a 
peri od of more than five years . Close association with CCC boys has 
equipped him with intimate knowl edge of what these boys think about, how 
they express themselves and also when they are telling the truth. During 
the course of the thousands of interviews with CCC boys during the past 
five years, the writer has evolved an ability to quickly establish 
rapport and to gain the confidence of this type of individual. 
Then, too, CCC boys are used to being interviewed. They are inter-
viewed by the selecting agent before they come to camp, by at least two 
camp officials immediately upon thei r ar rival, and receive periodic 
i nterviews with the camp educational adviser until they are discharged. 
I t did not, therefore seem out of the ordinary to these boys when they 
were asked to give their real reasons for leaving school. 
At the beginning of each interview, the purpose of the study was 
fully explained and each individual made to realize that his responses 
might be instrumental in eventuall y providing better educational facili-
t i es for those who would take his place when he left camp. As a result 
of this careful build-up , not a single boy refused to answer the questions 
contained on the form. 
Intelligence test score available for ea ch case.-- For the past two 
years practically all enrollees in Connecti eut camps have been tested 
with. the Terman Group Test of Mental Ability . 'rhe intelligence quotient 
for all individuals interviewed was thus available. In all cases, tests 
have been administered by the camp educational advisers, all .of whom are 
college graduates and have rec eived special training in the testing field. 
Adequacy of the sampling.-- The present study is based on 991 cases . 
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Since this number is more than half of all the boys enrolled in the 
Connecticut crunps, there can be no question as to adequacy of the sampling. 
Moreover, a. comparison of the data with complete figures on the total en-
rollment in all CCC camps in the state shows that the study included a true 
representation of individuals on the various grade levels such as grammar 
school, high school , snd trade school and included just about the right per-
centage of negroes in relation to white boys and Catholics in relation to 
Protestant and Jews. 
Carefulness of collecting data.-- All data have been coll ected with 
the utmost care over a period of several months . · Boys have been contacted 
10 
in the educational office, in their barracks and out on the work pro-
jects of their respective camps. However, absolute privacy has always 
been provided and sufficient time allotted to each interview to insure the 
best resultso 
Basic Characteristics of Individuals Studied 
Connecticut CCC youth a selected group.-- The CCC youth in Connecticut 
are quite definitely a selected group and must not be considered repre-
sentative of the entire youth population of the state. Nor should they 
necessarily be considered entirely representative of all other CCC youth 
in the nat ion. The type of youth in the camps Illa1 be expected to vary 
somewhat according to the geographical section of the country from which 
they come. Because of these facts it will be well to consider some of the 
baaic characteristics of this group of young people before the findings of 
this study are presented. 
Percentage of foreign-born parents.-- Connecticut is essentially a 
manufacturing state. For this reason a large percentage of the immigrant 
population remained in the state to man her industries. Sons of these 
11neweru .Americans have found their way into the camps in large numbers. 
Table 1 shows the percentage of various nationalities represented in the 
Table 1. Percentage of Various Nationalities Represented in 
Connecticut CCC Camps . 
Nationality Per Cent Nationality Per Cent 
American •.•..••.• 
Italian .. •• • ...•• 
Polish •• ••...••.• 
French • •••.•••••• 
Irish .• . • • •.•.•.• 
37 
16 
15 
12 
7 
Total Per Cent of Foreign Born 63 
Gerrna.n •••• • •••••• 
English .•••.•...• 
Lithuanian ••• • •• • 
Scotch .••••••.•• . 
Greek •••••. •• .•.• 
4 
4 
2 
2 
l 
100 
study. All boys whose parents were born in this country are listed as 
Americans. 
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Religion.-- The great majority of Connecticut CCC you\b: are .Catholic. 
Actual percentages are; Catholic, 71, Protestant 28, and Jewish 1. 
This again is a reflection of the high percentage of immdgrant stock. 
Most nationalities r epresented are predominantly Catholic. 
Citizenship of parents.-- Although a large number of the parents are 
foreign-born, most of them have become citizens. Only 14 per cent of the 
boys in this study were found to have one or both parents who were non-
citizens. 
Urban and rural.-- As might be expected in a highly industrialized 
state, most of the youth in the camps cotre from cities. The actual per-
centage was: urban 82, rural 18. 
Race.-- Connecticut camps like most other CCC camps in New England 
have a small number of negroes. Number of negro cases represent only 
6 per cent of the total. 
~·-- All individuals interviewed were between the ages of 17 and 
24. 
Many not relief cases.-- Contrary to popular belief, the large 
maJority of Connecticut CCC youth are not relief cases. Most of them 
coxoo from homes which have sufficient funds to make ends meet, but can 
very well use the monthly twenty-two dollar allotment. On the whole, 
however, the economic status of the homes of most CCC boys is somewhat 
below the norm for the state. 
Size of families.-- Table 2 is presented to show the relatively 
large number of boys who come from large families. Again, this might 
be expect ed since it is well known that foreign born parents tend to 
have a larger number of children than do parents born in this country. 
This is one more indication of the somewhat lower standard of living 
of many of these families. 
Table 2. Percentage of CCC Boys with from None to Six or More Brothers 
and 51 sters. 
Number of 
Brothers and Siste s 
None ••••• •....•....• 
One •... ............• 
Two ••••• •••••••••••• 
Th.ree . •••• • • • •• • •••• 
Per ent 
6 
13 
18 
18 
Number of 
Brothers and Sisters 
Four .. ............•. 
Five . ...•.•.•......• 
Six or More •.....••• 
Per ent 
15 
10 
2() 
100 
Number of broken homes.-- For the purpose of this study a boy was 
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considered to come from a broken home when he was found not to be living 
with both parents • . A relatively high number of eases reported broken 
homes. Actual percentages were: 
Broken homes 
Unbroken homes 
37 per cent 
63 per cent 
Last grade completed.-- Table 3 shows the number of cases who left 
school in grammar school, high school and trade school. For the purpose 
Table 3. Number of Cases and Percentages of CCC Youth in Various 
Grade Completion Groups. 
Grades Cases Per Cent 
6-8 .... . ................. 344 34 
9-11 ...... .............. 476 48 
Trade School ............ 76 8 
High School Graduates ... 95 10 
Totals 991 100 
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of comparison, 95 cases of high school graduates were also studied 
in an effort to see if any differences existed between this group and 
the others as to home background, school experience or native capacity. 
Mean intelligence quotient.-- By far the most significant difference 
between this group and a representative group of young people is the mean 
intelligence quotient. Table 4 shows the number of cases and mean I.Q. 
for all camps. 
Table 4. Number of Cases and Mean I.Q,. for Each Camp Represented in 
the Study. 
Name of Camp 
Camp White ................ 
Camp Madison •••••••••••••• 
Camp Cross ••.•.•••.••••• o • 
Camp Buck •...•..... " ..•..• 
Camp Filley •.•••.••.•••••• 
Camp Robinson •••..•••••..• 
Camp Conners •••••••••••..• 
Camp Lonergan •••...•.•.•.• 
Camp Fernow •...........•.• 
Number of Cases 
1?1 
99 
35 
96 
100 
190 
100 
100 
100 
Total 991 
Mean I.Q. for all camps - 88.25 
Mean I.CC,. 
86.42 
8?.34 
8?.14 
88.31 
92.?2 
8?.?? 
85.?2 
88.32 
90.?4 
With the exception of one or two camps there is a very definite similarity 
of mean I.~•s. The type of boy in the various camps in the state does not 
vary a great deal. Table 5 and Figure l present the distribution of 
I.~•s. The curve is considerably different than the normal one. The 
greatest number of cases fall between 80 and 100 whereas a normal curve 
would show the greatest population between 90 and 110. This means that 
the intelligence of Connecticut CCC youth is definitely sub---normal. 
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Table 5. Distribution of Cases as to I.Q. Class. 
Number Number 
I lass f ases I. . lass of ases 
126-130 . . . . . . . . 6 86-90 .......... 124 
121-125 . . . . . . . . 9 81-85 .......... 120 
116-120 . . . . . . . . 10 76-80 .......... 76 
111-115 . . . . . . . . 29 71-?5 .......... 56 
106-110 . . . . . . . . 67 66-?0 .......... 66 
101-105 . . . . . . . . 93 61-65 .......... 38 
96-100 . . . . . . . . 120 56-60 .......... 34 
91-95 . . . . . . . . 123 51-55 .......... 20 
Number of cases 991 
Characteristics of Connecticut CCC youth as a selected group of 
young people.-- In summery, the characteristics peculiar to this group may 
be listed as follows: 
First, a large number of the boys are of immigrant stock. 
Second, they are largely Catholic. 
Third, many come from large fandlies where a somewhat lower 
standard of living prevails. 
Fourth, a large percentage coiiB from broken homes. 
Fifth, the mean I.Q. of the group is considerably below normal. 
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CHAPTER II 
RESULTS - REASONS FOR LEAVING SCHOOL 
Main Reasons for Leaving School 
Several reasons for leaving school often given.-- When bo~s were asked 
to give their reason for leaving school, the usual response was seldom in 
the form of a siDgle reason; more often it •as in the form of several 
reasons. In the latter case the bo~ was asked to select .the most impor-
tant reason. This was marked as such and the other reasons considered as 
contributing causes. For the sake of clarit~ the data will be presented 
separate~ as main causes and contributing causes. Table 6 and Figure 2 
show the main reasons for leaving school. These results represent the 
core of this thesis. All reasons have been grouped uruier two headings: 
first, maladjustment to the school situation, and second, economic causes. 
The data reveal that maladjustment to school accounted for 61.9 per cent 
of the total reasons given and economic causes 38.1 per cent. Table 6 
also treats separatel~ the responses of boys who left school during 
grammar school, high school and trade school. A discussion of each 
separate reason follows. 
Lack of interest.-- One of the most frequent responses was the one 
that "school just didn't interest me. 11 This lack of interest accounted 
-15-
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for 22.3 per cent of the total responses and thus de.serves major con-
sideration here. In talking personally with so many boys one could not 
but feel the sense of tragedy that clothed many of their answers. Of 
course, there were a considerable number who were glad that they left 
school and do not regret their action, but by far the greater number are 
Table 6. Main Reasons Why CCC Youth Left School. (Percentages) 
Reasons for Leaving School 
(1) 
Grades 
6-B 
(2) 
Maladjustment to the School Situation 
Lack of Interest •.••.•••••.••.•.•• 18 
Inability to Pass Subjects ••..•••• 29 
Dislike of Some Subjects.......... 4 
Left to go to Work................ 6 
Disciplinary Reasons •••••••....••• 3 
Fell Behind Class- Illness........ 5 
Best Friend Left School... . ... ... . 1 
Sub Total 66 
Economic Causes 
Family Needed Help................ 22 
Had to Support Self- Orphan • . . • • . • 5 
Left to Work with Father on Farm • • 4 
Encouraged to Leave by Parents.... 2 
After-School Job • • • • • • • • . . • . . • . . . • 1 
Sub Total 34 
Total percentages 100 
Total cases 344 
Grades 
9-11 
(3) 
29 
10 
9 
6 
4 
2 
1 
61 
25 
5 
4 
3 
2 
39 
100 
476 
Trade 
School 
(4) 
6 
5 
35 
11 
1 
1 
3 
62 
2? 
6 
0 
5 
0 
38 
100 
76 
Totals 
(5) 
22.3 
16.2 
9.0 
6.6 
3.5 
3.3 
1.0 
61.9 
=:15.6 
5.1 
3.5 
2.4 
1.5 
38.1 
100 
896 
saorry they did not remain in school and feel that since that time the years 
of their life have been misspent. 
Data will be introduced under another heading to show that one of 
the real reasons why the school is unable to hold the interest of this 
type of boy is its failure to include more courses involving manual skills. 
22.3 
MALADJUSTMENT TO SCHOOLl ll 61.9 
3.3 
ECONOMIC CAUSES 
5.1 2.4 
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Table 6 shows that although Lack of interest represented 29 per cent 
of the total for high school students, it fell to 6 per cent in the case 
of the trade school people where much opportunity for manual skill is pro-
vided. This study contains abundant quantitative data to prove that these 
boys are' for the most part' hand.-minded rather than academically-minded 
individuals. It may therefore be assumed that some boys may have listed 
lack of interest as their reason for leaving school when a more specific 
reason might have been a dislike for or an inability to do the academic 
work of the regular school. Every effort was made to have each individual 
make this differentiation but this was not always successful. Lack of 
interest was usually checked when the boy knew that · he left because he 
didn't like school but could not give any definite reason other than he 
"just wasn't interested. 11 
Inability to pass subjects.-- Proctor!/ and others have shown that 
there is a close relation between I.~. and ability to do academic work. 
It bas already been stated that the ave~age I.~. of Connecticut CCC youth 
is belo~· normal. It is only logical to expect, then, that inability to 
pass subjects would occupy an important place in the reasons listed. 
Although the percentage for all grades is 16.2, this figure jumps to 29 
per cent in the case of boys who left during grammar school. This is 
entirely consistent with data to be presented later which shows that the 
I.~•s. of practically all boys who left during grammar school are grouped 
in the lower brackets of the I.q,. scale. But, the school cannot be 
released from ita obligation to this type of individual simply because he 
'!) Loc. Cit. -
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is not equipped with the degree or kind of intelligence required to do 
the traditional type of school work. Rather is it the task of the school 
to present academic subjects in a manner sufficiently simplified to permit 
comprehension by the less intelligent student and to supplement this 
academic program with an adequate training in the manual arts. 
The fact that such a comparatively large percentage of the boys inter-
viewed were willing to admit inability to pass school subjects as the 
main reason for leaving school may come as a surprise to those not fami liar 
with CCC youth. :But those of us who work with them have come to realhe 
that they are cognizant of their educational and vocational problems and 
are glad to tell the truth when any sincere effort is made to show them 
the way out of their difficulties. The relatively high percent~ of 
answers listed as inability to pass subjects might be interpreted as a 
further indication of the reliability of the interview as a means of 
collecting this data. 
Dislike of some subjects.-- To many boys, school became distasteful 
because they intensely disliked some one or two subjects required in the 
school curriculum. Since we tend to dislike those things which we are unable 
to do well, it is entirely possible that some of this dislike for certain 
subjects ~ have sprung from an inability to successfully pass these 
subjects. The writer would be the last one to suggest that pupils should 
not be required to perform tasks which they dislike. He does believe, 
however. that an intelligent guidance system in the schools might do much 
to eradicate this difficulty. 
The high percentage of trade school boys who listed dislike of same 
subjects deserves particular mention. Although the percentage for all 
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grades was 9 per cent, the percentage for trade school drop-o~ts was 
35 per cent. During the course of collecting the data, especial attention 
was given to this interesting response and in practigally all cases this 
dislike of subject was concerned entirely with related academic subjects 
taught in the trade school. With but one or two exceptions these boys 
stated that they liked the manual part of trade school but found the 
related academic subjects so distasteful that they finally left school. 
The mean I.Q.. of the trade school group is 91.3 and this, though somewhat 
higher than the mean I.Q. for all cases in this study, is still co~ 
siderably below normal. This might indicate an inability to do and thus 
a dislike for some of the related academic subjects. However, a trade 
school director in private conversation with the writer recently made the 
statement that trade schools are guilty of giving too little attention 
to the way in which related academic subjects are taught. It was his 
opinion that the regular trade subjects are taught much more efficiently 
than are the related academic subject. • 
.Another interesting observati.on is apparent in the case of the trade 
school drop-outs. Only 6 per cent listed lack of interest as a reason for 
leaving school, but 35 per cent listed dislike for related academic 
subjects. This would seem to indicate that they liked trade school and 
would have remained in school if some way had been found to present the 
academic subjects more interestingly and simply. Perhaps, these boys 
should have been encouraged to study a trade which does not require a 
great deal of higher mathematics or other difficult related subjects. 
The significant point is that these boys are hand-minded and liked trade 
school but left because of difficulty with the related academic subjects. 
Left to go to work.-- Bell,!/ in the American Youth Commission 
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Study, classed the reason, 11 left to go to work," as an economic cause. 
After talking personally with hundreds of these boys, however, the writer 
is firmly convinced that this is but another evidence of maladjustment to 
the school situation. He believes that this was used as a means of escape 
from a school situation which was uninteresting and often unpleasant. 
Whenever a boy said he left school to go to work, he was carefully 
questioned in an effort to learn whether or not economic necessity prompted 
his action. If this proved to be the case, he was classed, of course, 
under economic causes as 11family needed help. 11 If the underlying reason 
did not prove to be economic, very careful scrutiny of his school experience 
was made. In the great maj ority of cases this experience was unsatisfactory 
and, although the individual honestly thought he left because of a genuine 
desire to earn his own money, it was apparent to the interviewer that this 
desire might never have been born had he been happily adjusted to hi s school 
situation. The writer agrees with HopkinsY that the desire to go to~·work 
is of little significance as a true reason for leaving school. 
Again, the case of the trade school boys appears to be somewhat 
different. Although the percentage for all grades listing the cause, left 
to go to work, is 6.6 per cent, this reason represents 11.0 per cent of 
the total responses of trade school boys. In the case of the latter this 
reason seems more genuine. .After one or two years of trade school a boy 
has acquired enough skill to create some demand for his services. When an 
opportunity arises where he has a chance to go to work at the same type of 
!/ Loc. cit. 
gj Loc. cit. 
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work he is learning in trade school, he reasons that he may as well 
take the position and complete his training on the job. He often learns, 
t o his sorrow that this is not always a satisfactory arrangement. 
Disciplinary reasons.-- Difficulty with teachers and school authori-
ties in general represented 3.5 per cent of the total responses for all 
grades. This seems unnecessaril y high. A well developed guidance service 
in the schools might do much to correct this situation. 
Fell behind class - illness.-- When a boy falls behind his class be-
cause of illness, many factors of maladjustment often appear.!/ If the 
period of illness extends more than a year, the individual finds himself 
grouped with younger and smaller children when he returns to school. He 
feels out of place and is often the object of many jokes by his unsympa-
the tic classmates. He often tends to withdraw within himself, develope a 
an introverted personality and actually learns at a rate far below that of 
which he is capable. Finally, school becomes unbearable and he leaves as 
soon as the law permits. This is a difficult problem for the individual 
and the school; one that is not easily solved. 
Best friends left school.-- During early adolescence, there is a period 
when boys sometimes form a v~ry close friendship with members of their own 
sex. The data reveal a fe . ca ses where this association was so strong 
that, when their best friends left school, they also left. While only 
1 per cent gave this as their main reason for leaving, a considerable group, 
as will be shown later, gave this as a contributing reason. 
!} Richard A. Fear, 11 CCC Rebuilds Maladjustment Youth 11 , Phi Delta Kappan, 
(April, 1940) p. 387 
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Sub-Division of reasons for leaving school explained.-- The writer 
has already explained why the reasons listed above should be grouped under 
the beading: maladjustment to the achool situation. The basic philosophy 
underlying this grouping is the belief that most of these reasons would 
cease to exist, or at least be materially reduced, if the school itself 
had made proper adJustments to meet the needs and interests of its pupils. 
The reasons for leaving school which. appear below have been grouped 
together as economic causes. For the most part, they represent conditions 
of the home over which the school has no control. Although these reasons 
are not as numerically important as the causes discussed above, they still 
represent 38.1 per cent of the total responses and must be considered as 
having an important bearing on the problem. 
Family needed hel~.-- When one considers the large number of boys who 
come from large faudlies and broken homes, it is not difficult to under-
stand why 25.6 per cent of all responses listed, family needed help. a s the 
main reason for leaving school. In fact, some might wonder why this 
percentage is not higher. The writer believes this may be due to the more 
extensive relief measures ·which have been effected by the government during 
recent years . 
Ma~ boys who indicated that their famdlies had a difficult time 
making ends meet, steadfastly refused to admit that this was the reason 
why they left school. Rather, they stated that their parents tried every 
conceivable argument to get them to remain in school. Equal educational 
opportunity for all , fallacious as it may be, is an ideal which is 
apparent l y quickly adopted by even the 11 newer 11 ·Americans. Only as a last 
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resort will~e majority of them take their sons out of school to in-
crease the family income. 
Had to support self - orphan.- A rule in most orphanage homas requires 
boys to leave and shift for themselves as soon as they reach a certain age 
limit. Even though a boy has a very genuine desire .to complete his 
schooling, the orphanage cannot support him while he continues on to finish 
school. The percentage of boys in this unhappy circumstance was 5.1 per 
cent. 
Left to work with father on farm.-- The percentage of boys who left 
school to help their father with the work on the farm represents 3.5 per 
cent of the total responses. This figure takes on considerable significance 
when one considers that only 18 per cent of all cases studied came from 
rural areas. This cause is an apparent carry-over from the old European 
and. early American thought that each farmer should try to raise as many 
sons as possible to insure an adequate labor supply for the farm. Even now, 
many boys are apparently expected to leave school as soon as the law allows 
to help with the farm work. This cause was particularly prevalent among 
rural boys of Polish parentage. 
Encouraged to leave by parents.-- In 2.4 per cent of the cases studied 
boys stated that they had either been encouraged or forced to leave school 
by their parents. Quite often the boy, who gave this as his main reason 
for leaving school, was a member of a broken home where one of the parents 
had remarried. The step-father or step-mother nagged him so much to get 
out and go to work that he finally did just that. Then too, as might be 
expected, there were a small percentage of immigrant parents who saw little 
advantage to an education and urged their sons to leave school and go to work. 
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After-school ,job took too much time and energy.- A. number of boys 
reported part-time jobs either before or after school. Of these only a 
small number, 1.5 per cent of all cases studied, gave this as the main 
reason for leaving school. The usual story was a job in the bowling alley 
lasting until 11 or 12 P.M. or an early morning milk route. These jobs 
took so much time and energy that it was practically impossible to get 
acy home work done or, for that matter, to stay awake in class. .A.s a 
result they got behind in their studies, grew discouraged and finally left 
school. 
Contributing Reasons for Leaving School 
Extent of discussion.-- As previously mentioned, reasons for leavi~ 
school were differentiated into two groups: main reasons and contributing 
reasons. Since main reasons have been rather thoroughly discussed,. 
attention will be directed to contributing reasons only in so far as they 
tend to corroborate or deviate strikingly from data already presented. 
Table 7 lists contributing reasons for leaving school and, like Table 6, 
shows separate percentages for grades 6-8, grades 9-11, and trade school. 
Comparison of Table 6 and Tab le 7.-- The most obvious difference be-
tween table 6 and table 7 is the higher percentage sub-total, maladjustment 
to the school situation, and the consequent lower percentage sub-total, 
economic causes, which table 7 reveals. Since contributing reasons listed 
economic causes as only 21.3 per cent of the total responses, one might 
assume that, more often than not, when economic causes existed they were 
vital and thus tended to be classed as main reasons for leaving school. 
Greatest difference in any individual item between the two tables 
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was the cause, dislike of some subjects, which table . 6 lists as 9.0 per 
cent but table 7 lists as 30.4 per cent. This indicates that disl ike of 
certain subjects, although an important main cause, is the most important 
contributing cause and very often is instrumental in determining t he 
individual's decision t o leave school. 
Table 7. Contributing Reasons For Leaving School. (Percentages) 
Grades 
Reasons for Leaving School 6-8 
(1) (2) 
Maladjustment to School Sit uation 
Lack of Interes t . . .. . . . ... . . . •.• 10 
Inability to Pass Subjects . . .. .. 16 
Dislike of Some Subjects. . ...... 30 
Left to Go to Work • • • • . • • • • • • • . • 8 
Disciplinary Reasons... . . . ...... 6 
Fell Behind Class- Illness • . • . . • 6 
Best Friends Left School........ 3 
SUb Total 79 
Economic Causes 
Family Needed Help .•. . •.... . ...• 13 
Left to Work with Father on Farm. 1 
Encouraged to Leave by Parents • • 4 
After School Job..... .. .... ... . . 3 
Sub Total 21 
Totals 100 
Grades 
9=11 
(3) 
13 
11 
33 
7 
5 
3 
8 
80 
13 
1 
4 
2 
?0 
100 
Trade 
School 
(4) 
21 
9 
16 
14 
7 
0 
9 
76 
14 
3 
2 
5 
24 
100 
Totals 
(5) 
12.8 
13.2 
30.4 
7.3 
5.4 
4.4 
5.2 
78.7 
13.2 
1.2 
4.0 
2.9 
21.3 
100 
Greatest significance· of Table 7 is the fact that it greatly strengthens 
the point already made: that maladjustment to the school situation is a far 
greater cause of school mortality than are economic reasons. 
Significance of data presented.-- In the current educational contra-
versy as to the relative importance of economic causes versus other causes 
of mortality, the present study lends the full force of its data to support 
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the view that economic causes are not the most important. In taking this 
position the writer is in agreement with one major study in this field, 
that of Hopkins,!/ but in disagreement with another major study, that of 
Bell.gj However, the real significance of the present findings is the 
conclusion that economic causes are not the most important causes of school 
mortality in spite of the fact that the study is concerned with individuals 
on a sub-normal economic level. If this is true in the case of CCC youth 
in Connecticut, it might be expected to be even more true for the rest of 
the state's young people who enjoy a somewhat higher standard of living. 
Underlying causes of school mortality.-- Thus far it has been con-
eluded that economic causes do not constitute the most important reasons 
for school elimination. What, then, are the most important causes? 
The discussion in Chapter II grouped these as maladjustment to the school 
situation. But this does not get at the underlying causes. The discussion 
in Chapter III will seek to determine the basic elements of this maladjust-
ment. 
1/ Loc. cit. 
gj Loc. cit. 
CHAPTER III 
RESULTS - UNDERLYING CAUSES Oli' MALADJUSTMENT TO THE SCHOOL SITUATION 
The Intelligence Quotient 
Relation to the problem.-- Early in \he study when a definition of 
the problem of this study was made, it was pointed out that the in-
vestigation would be carried into three major areas: ir~ate capacity of 
the individual, the school and the home. The first two were found to 
have a direct bearing on the problem of maladjustment to the school 
situation and are, therefore, discussed in this chapter. The influence 
of the home background was found to be concerned almost entirely with 
economic causes of school mortality and will be discussed in Chapter IV, 
The data reveal that two characteristics of innate capacity are most 
important: intelligence quotient and handmindedness. 
The relation between I.~. and school grade completed.-- Table 8 
shows a significant relationship between I.~. and last grade completed. 
It is based on 991 cases and includes the 95 cases of high school 
graduates mentioned earlier in the text. Figure 3 presents this relation-
ship graphically. 
An examination of Table 8 reveals that in only nine cases aut of a 
total of 65 cases did the I.~. exceed the 71-?5 class for boys who left 
school in the sixth grade. Not a single case went higher than the 81-85 
class. In like manner, only 14 cases out of a total of 95 cases of high 
-~-
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school graduates fell below the 96-100 I.ct. class. Not a single high 
school graduate dropped below 86-90 class. Other grades show ~orresponding 
limits. The highlY significant coefficient of corre lation worked out by 
the product moment me th.od is 0. 71 :!: • 157 • 
It seems safe to infer from this objective data that the chances of 
a boy with an I.~. below 90 to graduate from high school are very remote; 
that an individual whose I.~. is below 85 has little chance to complete 
Table 8. Correlation Between I.Q. and Grade Complet i on. (Number of Cases) 
I.Q. Class 
126 - 130 
121 - 125 
116 - 120 
111 - 115 
106 - 110 
101- 105 
96 - 100 
91 .. 95 
86- 90 
81- 85 
76 - 80 
71 ... 75 
66- 70 
61- 65 
56- 60 
51- 55 
All classes 
Grade Grade Grade Grade Grade 
6 7 8 9 10 
5 
4 
6 
15 
8 
15 
12 
65 
1 
6 
7 
21 
16 
13 
24 
15 
6 
4 
113 
1 
9 
17 
18 
36 
40 
23 
21 
18 
8 
11 
202 
1 
8 
10 
ro 
38 
33 
40 
30 
21 
12 
8 
4 
2 
4 
231 
2 
2 
8 
12 
28 
38 
41 
27 
19 
11 
3 
1 
2 
194 
Grade Grade 
11 12 . Total 
2 
2 
4 
20 
18 
13 
15 
10 
5 
1 
1 
1 
92 
6 6 
4 9 
6 10 
9 29 
24 67 
17 93 
14 120 
10 123 
4 124 
120 
76 
56 
66 
38 
34 
ro 
95 991 
the 11th grade; and that most boys of normal intelligence will go beyond 
the 7th grade. Of course, these facts have been known to educators for 
some time, but their appearance in the present study lends it added 
reliability. 
The I.Q., then, is a definite limiting factor on an individual's pro-
gress in school. Under the present school set-up he will get stalled 
.< 
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Figure 3. Correlation Between Intelligence ~uotient and Last Grade 
Completed. 
Coefficient of Correlation is 0.71 ~ .157 
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somewhere along the way unless his I.Q. is sufficiently high. When, in 
. . 
the light of this fact, one considers the relatively low mean I.Q. of 
Connecticut CCC youth, it is clear that one underlying cause of mla.d.iust-
ment to the school situation is that of an insufficiently high I.Q. to do 
the work of the regu.lar school. This may account for ~ of the lack of 
interest, dislike of aubjeeta, difficulty with teachers, and desire to go 
to work as an escape from an unpleasant school situation. 
Relation between I.Q. and ease of school work.-- One part of the inter-
view involved the question as to whether or not school work came reasonably 
easy to the individual. Table 9 shows the total percentage who answered 
Table 9. Percentages in the Various I.Q. Class and Grade Completion 
Groups that Found School Work Reasonably Easy. 
Grades Grades H.S •. Trade 
I.Q. Class 6-8 9-11 Graduates School Totals 
126 - 130 100 100 
121-125 60 100 78 
116 - 120 100 100 . 100 
111- 115 80 100 87 
106 - 110 95 90 100 93 
101- 105 62 84 100 100 79 
96- 100 50 72 94 72 73 
91- 95 45 60 89 54 59 
86 - 90 33 55 75 16 45 
81- 85 34 45 30 38 
76 ... 80 34 45 50 41 
71- 75 22 31 0 24 
66- 70 12 22 14 
61- 65 24 33 0 24 
56- 60 22 50 18 
51- 55 10 0 5 
All classes 27 64 95 52 53 
this question in the affirmative, and separate percentages for the various 
grade completion groups . Figure 4 shows t he significant relationship be-
70 
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tween these percentages and the intelligence quotient. As might be ex-
pected, on~ 27 per cent of the grammar school drop.oats found school work 
reasonably easy. On the other hand, 95 per cent of the high school 
graduates had no difficulty with their subJects. Moreover, a relatively 
l ow percentage of individuals in the lower I.Q. brackets found school work 
easy, but a very high percentage of boys in the higher I.Q,. brackets had 
no ·difficulty. This shows that individuals having a sub-normal I.Q. tend 
to have considerable difficulty with school subjects but that individuals 
with normal intelligence have very little difficulty. 
The point j~st discussed strengthens the view that the I.Q. is a very 
important underlying cause of an individual's maladjustment to the school 
curriculum. In addition, it increases the reliability of the data since 
one would rather expect boys with sub-normal I.Q•s. to have more or less 
difficulty with school subjects. Apparent~, most of the boys interviewed 
have been very honest in their answers to this question. Since the question 
involves one of the more difficult admissions, it may be assumed that the 
other questions asked during the interview have been equally candidly 
answered. 
Handmindedness As a Factor in School Mortality 
Connecticut CCC youth hand-minded.- The conclusion that CCC youth are 
hand-minded was reached as a result of careful questioning of each boy 
during the course of the interview. Each individual was asked whether or 
not he would have been more interested in school if be had had an opportunity 
to work with his hands, to have learned something about a trade. To this 
question 87 per cent answered yes and 13 per cent answered no. (Responses 
of high school graduates are not included in these figUres.) This high 
31 
percentage of hand-minded individuals supports the observations of the 
writer who has had an opportunity to ~ork closely with CCC boys over a 
period of five years. Other factors to subs tantiate a high percentage of 
hand-minded youth in the camps will be revealed in data to be presented later. 
Relation between handmindedness and I.Q..-- Table 10 shows tbe I'elation-
ship between handndndedness and the intelligence quotient based on responses 
to that part of the interview devoted to this subject and the I .Q. of the 
individual. Figure 5 r eveals this significant relationship somewhat more 
clearly. The regression coefficient is - 0.991. 
Table 10. Relation Between I.Q. and Handmindedness. (Percentages) 
Grades 
I.Q.. Class 6-8 
126 - 130 
121- 130 
116 - 120 
111- 115 
106 - 110 
101- 105 75 
96 - 100 75 
91- 95 85 
86 - 90 97 
81- 85 83 
76 - 80 90 
71- 75 94 
66 - 70 91 
61- 65 96 
56- 60 90 
51- 55 94 
A.ll classes 90 
Grades 
9-11 
40 
100 
65 
57 
79 
76 
83 
91 
82 
78 
88 
90 
100 
50 
100 
80 
Trade 
School 
100 
100 
83 
92 
100 
100 
75 
100 
100 
94 
H.S. 
Graduates 
0 
0 
33 
44 
31 
16 
31 
73 
100 
32 
Tot als 
0 
22 
60 
58 
49 
67 
71 
83 
93 
84 
84 
92 
91 
94 
88 
95 
87 
Table 10 shows total percentages of those who indicat~d during the interview 
tbat they were hand·minded aM. separate percentages for the various grade 
completion groups. Careful examination of both Table 10 and Figure 5 r eveals 
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e i s a marked tendency for . individuals with sub-normal I.Q.•s. 
to be h Jllinded. In like manner, the higher the I.Q. goes, the less is 
hand.-minded. But I.~. is a measure of one's ability to 
do acade c work and it has already been shown that individuals with normal. 
and high I.~•s. do this type of work successfully and with reasonable ease. 
However, tbe boy with the sub-normal I.(i. and the tendency toward band-
average 
This 
s does poorly in school for two reasons: first, he lacks an I.Q.. 
tl1. high to do academic work successfully and second, in the 
opportunity to express his innate manual 
In reality, then, the present school system penalizes hand-
th because it gives them too little opportunity to do the things 
are equipped to do and might do 8Uecessfully. 
able 10 shows an interesting relationship between beDdmindedness 
In Grades 6-8, 90 per cent were hand~minded; in 
1, this dropped to 80 per cent and for high school graduates it 
Apparently, there is an inclination for band-minded 
e eliminated from school before graduation from high school. 
argely be due to the fact that these boys find 11 ttle in the 
far, major considera-
een given to ha.Dd-minded youth with sub-normal I.Q•s. What 
about the youth of this type who have normal and above average intelligence? 
Though in the minority, this group is stdll of considerable size in the 
Connectic t camps. A reference to Table 10 again shows that, although the 
proportio of hand-minded youth in the upper I.~. brackets is not as gre~t 
33 
as in th lower I.~. brackets, it is still considerable. In other words, 
a large roup of boys who were hand-minded left school in spite of the 
fact they had the intel ligence to do regular school work. It seems 
safe to onclud.e that this group left · almost enUrely because the school 
fai l ed t provide courses and facilities in the manual arts. Academic 
subjects fai led to stimulate their interest and, finding too few manual 
subjects to make school a stimulating experience, they decided to l eave. 
i ortant under l i n cause of malad ustment to 
individ ls find school an experience which neither interests them or 
s their abilities. This situation might lead to almost any of the 
reasons or leaving school li sted as maladjustment to the school. It 
resent the very core of the r eason, lack of interest; it might 
easily 1 ad to disciplinary difficulties; and it might be the reason why 
some ind viduals would wish t o escape from the school situation by going to 
work. dmindedness could very logically be associated with dislike of 
hand-mi n ed and Table 6 shows that 35 per cent of trade school peopl e l eft 
cause of dislike of academic subject s . 
liked sub'ects.-- The school subjects best liked by individuals 
contacte in this study are introduced here because they represent further 
evidence that a large percentage of c·cc boys are hand-minded. Figure 6 
graphic picture of subjects best liked by individuals in the 
various ada-completion groups and a composite summary of these groups 
icture is one entirely consistent wit h data presented in Tab le 10. 
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1~ual t aining is by far the best liked subject. Table 11 shows per-
centages taken from Table 10 and Figure ·6 to show the consistency of the 
data. 0 e might infer from this consistency that the happy experience with 
Table 11 Relationship between Handmindedness and Manual Training as a 
Best Li ked Subject. 
Trade Sc 
Grades 
Grades 
Per Cent Hand-Minded 
(2) 
Per Cent Who Liked 
Manual Tr ini Best 
(3) 
High Sch ol Graduates ••• 
94 
90 
80 
32 
68 
33 
26 
ll 
manual t a ining in school formed the basis for the response that 11 school 
interesting if there had been more opportunity to work 
In other words, the course in manual training constituted 
to manual training was science. Of all 
doing." he second place position might, then, be expected for this subject. 
Lea t liked sub e ts.-- Figure ~ presents a graphic picture of sub-
st liked by individuals contacted in this study. The fact that 
manual t least liked by only 2 per cent of the total cases 
the conclusion that CCC boys are largely hand-minded. 
nner, science was liked best by only 12 per cent of the boys. 
cases reported commercial subjects to make the percentage for 
this subject significant. 
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Mathematics occupies the position as least liked of all subjects. 
The writer believes that this may be due, in part, to the way the subject 
is taught. Many instructors. base the rate at which they cover their 
material on the comprehension of the higher intellectual group in the 
class. As a result, the less intelligent never quite understand what is 
being covered. Experience in one CCC camp over a number of years indicates 
that boys of somewhat sub-normal intelligence can be successfully taught 
mathematics if the instructor proceeds slowly enough and has sufficient 
patience. 
English and history, respectively, are second and third least liked 
subjects. Both of these subjects involve a considerable amount of reading. 
Results of another study1/ show that the reading ability of COO youth is 
considerably below normal. This might account for the dislike of English 
and history. 
The School Itself as a Factor in the Maladjustment of its Pupils 
Relation to the problem.-. Of the three areas to be investigated 
relative to the problem of school mortality, the influence of the innate 
capacity of the individual has been discussed above. The following section 
will consider the ways in which the data reveal the part which the school 
plays in the maladjustment of its pupils. As indicated previously, the 
influence of the home will be discussed in Chapter IV. 
Most useful subJects.-- In one question asked during the interview, 
the individual was requested to name the subject which he felt had been 
most useful to him since leaving school. Figure 8 presents a graphic 
jJ James H. Scully, "A. Study of Reading Ability in COO Camps", Unpub-
lished Manuscript, 1940. 
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picture of these responses. English, with 37 per cent, and mathematics, 
with 26 per cent, were judged the most useful subjects. Since both of 
these subjects were also least liked subjects (F:t~ .. ?.): ,. t his decision is 
significant indeed. In spite of their diataste for the subjects mentioned, 
contact with the ordinary practical situation in life has convinced CCC 
boys that a knowledge of English and mathematics is essential. :By their 
own admission, a definite need for these subjects exists. Apparently, then, 
the schools have failed where they might have done the most good. Instead 
of presenting English and mathematics in such a prac t ical and understandable 
manner that students would reali£e t~eir essential qualities, these subjects 
have been taught in such a way that they constitute one of the major 
reasons why pupils drop out of school. 
Further examination of Figure 8 reveals that manual training only 
rated a s third most useful subject with 14 per cent. This is understandable 
because in grades 6-8. grades 9-11, and for high school graduates manual 
training is but an exploratory experience. Students in these grades have 
enough of this work to know that they like it, but not enough to carry away 
many usable skills. On the other hand, trade school pupils, who actually 
acquire manual skillfi report that manual traini:ng has been by far the most 
useful (41 per cent). This percentage might have been considerably higher 
except for the fact that a number of these people had less than a year of 
study in the trade schools. 
Engli sh literature.-- As previously intimated, the writer's experience 
with CCC youth has showed that maD¥ boys have a low reading ability both 
as to rate and comprehension. In order to obtain quantitative data to 
support this view, all boys who had. completed nine grades or more were 
37 
asked t o state whether or not they had liked English literature in school. 
Table 12 shows the percentage of affirmative responses in each of three 
grade completion groups and the total percentage for all grades. Both 
Table 12 and Figure 9 show the relationship between I.~. and the percentage 
who liked English literature. Only 61 per cent of all those who took 
English literature liked the subject. Most of those who indicated a dislike 
Table 12~ Percentages in the Various I.~. Classes and Grade Completion 
Groups Who Liked English Literature. 
I.Q. Class 
(1) 
126 - 130 
121 - 125 
116 - 120 
111 - 115 
106 - 110 
101 - 105 
96- 100 
91- 95 
86- 90 
81- 85 
76- 80 
71- 75 
66- 70 
61- 65 
56- 60 
51- 55 
All classes 
H~S. 
9-11 
(2) 
60 
50 
90 
73 
75 
56 
63 
56 
56 
61 
75 
44 
60 
0 
33 
61 
Trade 
School 
(3) 
23 
50 
33 
45 
63 
70 
100 
100 
100 
57 
H.S. 
Graduates 
(4) 
100 
100 
66 
75 
83 
79 
80 
66 
100 
81 
Total 
(5) 
100 
78 
60 
85 
77 
73 
58 
64 
59 
57 
40 
75 
44 
66 
0 
33 
61 
said that they "Just were _ not interested in that type of reading" or that 
they 11didn't understand the reading. 11 
Table 12 shows that only 61 per cent of those in grades 9-11 liked 
English literature but that 81 per cent of high school graduates said they 
enjoyed it. Figure 9 reveals that the I.~. has considerable bearing on 
100 
90! 
80 
7 
• 
Figure 9. Scatter Diagram Showing Relation Between Intelligence ~uotient and 
Percentage Who Liked English Literature. 
Regression Coefficient = 0.791 
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this problem. The regression coefficient is+ 0.791. Boys with low 
I.Q•s. tend to dislike the subject while boys with high I.~•s. tend to 
appreciate and enjoy it. Since English literature is a subject involving 
a considerable amount of reading, it seems logical to infer that boys with 
sub-normal I.Q1s. tend to do poorly in a course which necessitate a great 
deal of reading. 
The above conclusion is substantiated in an important study by 
11 James H. Scully who · has been kind enough to permit the author to quote 
from his unpublished manuscript. He administered the Shank Test of 
Reading Comprehension and the Iowa Silent Reading Test to 500 CCC enrollees 
in Connecticut and Massachusetts. The average reading ability, as de-
termined by these tests was found to be that of a sixth grade child, 
yielding an average reading age of 11 years. 5 months with a range from 
7 to 19 years. Sixty per cent of these youth had a reading achievement 
of 7 grades despite the fact that all but 34 per cent had completed more 
than 7 grades of formal schooling. Scully also administered the Terman 
Group Test of Mental Ability to all individuals concerned in his study. 
The relationship between I.Q. and reading ability was highly significant, 
individuals with low I.Qls tending to have low reading ability. He con-
cluded that 11readillg is dependent on I.Q. and I.Q. (because most I.Q. 
tests are tests of verbalism) is dependent on reading." 
All data presented seems to support the view that the school provides 
its students with reading material far too difficult for the comprehension 
of the less intelligent individuals. This faet .may easily be associated 
with dislike for some subjects and inability to do some subjects. It will 
be remembered that both of these reasons figure prominently in main reasons 
for leaving school. 
jJ Loc. Cit. 
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Extra-curricular activities.-- The data reveal that only a very 
small number of CCC boys who left school in grammar school and trade 
school reported any regular extra-curricular activity. Table 13, there-
fore shows only the responses of grades 9-11, high school graduates, and 
a weighted average of these two. Both Tab le 13 and Fig.lO are constructed 
Tab le 13. Percentages of Youth Who Participated in Extra-Curricular 
Activities by Grade Completion Groups 
I.Q~ Class 
( 1) 
126 - 130 
121 - 125 
116 - 120 
111 - 115 
106 - 110 
101 - 105 
96 - 100 
91- 95 
86- 90 
81- 85 
76- 80 
71- 75 
66- 70 
61- 65 
56- 60 
51- 55 
All classes 
Gre.des 
9-11 
(2) 
20 
75 
35 
57 
55 
40 
49 
39 
42 
45 
44 
33 
33 
50 
50 
45 
H.S. 
Graduates 
(3) 
t oO 
100 
88 
89 
71 
47 
57 
70 
50 
69 
Weighted 
Average 
(4) 
100 
56 
80 
59 
62 
54 
42 
51 
40 
42 
45 
44 
33 
33 
50 
50 
49 
to show the relationship between I.~. and participation in extra-curricular 
activities. A.ll percentages represent participation i n both club and 
sport activity. 
Tab le 13 shows that only 49 per cent of the individuals in the two 
grade completion groups participated i n extra-curricular activity. In 
grades 9-11, only 45 per cent reported this activity but 69 per cent of 
the high school graduates were so engaged. This difference may be due in 
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part to the fact that the high school graduates stayed in school longer 
and thus had more time and opportunity to get into these activities. 
In spite of this, however, there seems to be a ·rather clear indication 
that boys who complete high school tend to participate in extra-curricular 
activities to a grea.ter extent t:Pan do those who drop out. Many of these 
graduates told the writer at the time of the interview that the extra-
curricular activities were among the important reasons why they remained 
in school to graduate. 
Figure 10 shows that there is a considerable relationship between 
participation in extra-curricular activities and the I.Q. The regression 
coefficient is+ 0.519. The boys with the higher I.~•s. tend to partici-
pate to a greater extent than do boys with the lower I.Q1 s. Here again 
the school neglects the less intelligent individuale 
Since there is some reason, then, to associate participation in extra-
curricular activities with success in school, it would seem that the 
schools have neglected an opportunity. Greater emphasis on this phase of 
the school program might have been instrumental in reduciDg 11 lack of 
interest, 11 as a cause of school mortality. 
More men teachers.-- One of the most frequent comments about school 
made by the CCC boy is that he would have preferred more men teachers. 
When this question was asked in the interview, 43 per cent answered yes. 
There was no significant difference in the way the various grade-
completion groups ~1swered this questiono Table 14 shows that there is no 
apparent relationship between this desire and the I.Q. 
Table 14. Percentages in Various I.~. Class Who Would Have Preferred 
More Men Teachers in School 
Per Cent Desiring Per Cent Desiring 
I. . lass More Men T he a M re Men Teachers 
(1) (2) (4) 
126 - 130 33 86- 90 47 
121 - 125 62 81- 85 44 
116 - 120 55 76- 80 39 
111 - 115 42 71- 75 37 
106 - 110 36 66 - 70 46 
101 - 105 36 61- 52 52 
96 - 100 43 56- 60 60 
91- 95 43 51- 55 50 
All classes 43 
41 
The desire for more men teachers seems to be equally strong among all 
grade-oompletion groups and all I.Q. Classes. A large percentage of CCC 
boys feel that they did their best work under male teachers. They found 
them more sympathetic to their problems, better disciplinarians, and more 
effective teachers. This might be a suggestion .wortby of careful con-
sideration by the schoolse 
Lack of guidance.-- The question on guidance was divided into two 
parts: educational guidance and vocational guidance. Table 15 shows per-
centages of individuals who received individual guidance either by home-
Table 15. Percentages Who Received Educational and Vocational ~Jidance 
by Grade Completion Group 
Grade 
( 1) 
12 
11 
10 
9 
8 
All grades 
Per Cent Who Received Guidance 
Educational Vocational 
(2) {3) 
50· 
49 
45 
30 
0 
42 
53 
37 
37 
28 
14 
32 
room teachers, counselor, or principal. 
show this information by grade completed. 
This table is constructed to 
Table 15 shows that only 42 
42 
per cent had any individual help from school officials in selecting either 
major course or individual subjects. Only 32 per cent received any 
individual vocational guidance. There is some tendency for more guidance 
to be given in the upper gradese 
When the school makes so little provision for the individual differ-
ences of its personnel, it is small wonder that so great a maladjustment 
to the school situation exists. During the course of the interviewing, 
case after case came to the attention of the writer where adequate guidance 
might have prevented a drop.oout. Some boys knew that they were taking 
the wrong course but did not know what to do about it. Others got into 
disciplinary difficulties which any competent counselor might have helped 
to solve. Where maladjustment of any kind exists. the guidance approach 
is absolute1y es~ential. Most schools have not really tried this approach 
as yet. Perhaps when they do a higher percentage of their pupils will 
remain in school. 
Attitude of CCC boys toward 'school.-- Table 16 shows the percentage 
of boys who liked school, were indifferent toward it, and who disliked 
it. As might be expected in the light of the data previously introduced, 
there is a tendency for boys with high I.Q 1s. to like school better than 
do boys with low I.q•s. The various grade-completion groups expressed 
their attitude as revealed in Table 17. Again, the trade school people 
and the high school graduate seem to have been the best satisfied with 
their schooling. 
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Table 16. Percentages Who Liked School, Were Indifferent Toward It and 
Disliked School by I.~. Class 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
I.Q.. Class Liked Indifferent Disliked 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
126- 130 100 
121 - 125 33 44 23 
116 - 120 40 40 20 
111 - 115 55 42 3 
106- 110 58 30 12 
101 - 105 50 47 3 
96- 100 31 63 6 
91 .. 95 39 52 9 
86 - 90 20 66 14 
81 .. 85 25 62 13 
76 - 80 17 70 13 
71 - 75 18 65 17 
66 .. 70 13 51 36 
61- 65 19 62 19 
56 - 60 18 53 29 
51 - 55 9 59 32 
All classes 31 55 14 
Table 17. Percentages Who Liked School, Were Indifferent Toward It and 
Who Disliked School by Grade Completion 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
Grade Liked Indifferent Disliked 
( 1) (2) (3) (4) 
H. S. Graduate 81 13 6 
Trade School 43 49 8 
9- ll 23 60 17 
6- 8 19 61 20 
.All grades 31 55 14 
:But Table 16 shows that onll 31 ~er cent of all CCC bozs liked 
school. This represents an important challenge to the school. Major 
changes will have to be effected before this situation will show any 
great improvement. 
Discussion of Under l ying Causes of Maladjustment to School 
Innate capacity.-- The wr iter concludes that the intelligence quo-
tient is the most important sipgle factor in the maladjustment of 
Connec ticut CCC youth to the present school situati~. Many of these 
youth have sub-normal I.Q•s. Findings of this study indicate that this 
group has little chance of succeeding in the present school set-up. 
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The fact that CCC youth are hand-minded is the main cause of ma.l-
ad.1ustment to school among individuals of normal and higher intelligence. 
Youth of this group who drop out of school have the intelligence to do 
academic work but are not interested in these subjects. Finding little 
opportuni t y to express their manual tendencies, these boys lose i nterest 
i n school and finally leave. In like manner, the less intelligent youth, 
tending to be even more hand-minded than t heir more fortunate classmates, 
find the present school set-uP uninteresting. In their case, however, 
haDdmindedness can be said to be but an important secondary reason for 
leaving school since their sub-normal I.Q. makes satisfactory progress 
in school next to impossible. 
The schoola-- The school has been heedless of the individual 
differences of its students. It has failed to make adequate provision 
for the less intelligent and hand-minded youth of which CCC boys represent 
so large a part. The school has failed to realize the need for presenting 
essential academic subjects on a lower intellectual plane. It has pro-
vided far too little opportunity for the expression of manual interest 
and ability4 Lack of guidance, lack of extra...curricular activities and 
too few men teachers are among the other ways in which the school contri-
butes to maladjustment of its pupils. 
CHJ\PTER IV 
RESULTS - INFLUENCE OF THE HOME BACKGROUND ON SCHOOL MORTALITY 
Relation to the problem.-- Findings of this study show that 38.1 per 
cent of CCC youth report economic causes as the main reason for leaving 
school. Since economic conditions are largely the result of home back-
ground, it will be well to a.Dalyze the home situation. The home backgro'Ulld 
reveals other information related to school mortality which is not strictly 
economic. These will be treated under a separate heading. 
Lack of Family Funds 
Economic status.-· The most important economic problem in the home is 
the amount of funds available. The interview form was constructed to 
record this in three degrees: ~. sufficient funds in the home to make 
ends meet; ~. parents bad difficult time making ends meet and three, 
parents absolutely needed the financial help of the boy. Table 18 shows 
the percentage distribution according to each of these three conditions. 
It also shows the relationship between these percentages and grade completed. 
Only 3? per cent reported homes free from serious financial worries; 
38 per cent stated that parents had a difficult time making ends meet; 
and 25 per cent said parents absolutely needed their help. This latter 
group is the group that left school in order to help t heir families. 
(Table 6) In the second group the financial problem was serious but 
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apparently not serious enough to necessitate taking the boy out of 46 
school. 
Table 18 shows little relationship between economic status and grade 
completion except in the case of high school graduates, most of whose 
parents had adequate funds. Lack of family funds may, of course, happen 
Table 18. Percentages in Various Grade Completion Groups Whose Economic 
Status was Sufficient, Difficult and Needy 
Grade Sufficient 
(1) (2) 
12 80 
11 32 
10 42 
9 30 
8 25 
7 25 
6 29 
All grades 37 
Difficult 
(3) 
20 
33 
37 
46 
43 
47 
40 
38 
Needy 
(4) 
0 
35 
21 
30 
32 
28 
31 
25 
Totals 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
at any time during the school life of the individual. There is little 
reason to expect this to happen more frequently during any one particular 
grade. Obviously, this situation has never confronted high school 
graduates. 
Large families.-- Table 19 shows the percentage of boys having from 
none to six or more brothers and sisters in the home at the time of leaving 
school. An attempt is also made in Table 19 to show a relationship between 
number of brothers and sisters and school grade completed. High school 
graduates tend to come from somewhat smaller families. Otherwise, there 
is very little relationship between size of family and school grade completed. 
Only 6 per cent of CCC youth had no brothers or sisters in the home 
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at the time of leaving school but 20 per cent had six or more brothers and 
sisters. Table 19 shows very clearly that most CCC boys come from large 
families. As previously mentioned, this is probably due to the fact that 
they come largely from immigrant stock. Large families may be expected to 
have a somewhat lower standard of living and more pressing financial pro-
blems. Thia fact has a definite bearing on economic causes of school 
Table 19. Percentages of Boys Raving From None to Six or More Brothers 
and Sisters in the Home at Time of School Leaving. (By Grade 
Completion) 
Six 
!J:rade None On~ TwQ Three Eour Five or More Totals 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
12 5 10 28 24 13 7 13 100 
11 4 11 00 20 16 15 14 100 
10 5 18 : 17 20 13 9 18 100 
9 . 6 12 14 15 17 10 26 100 
8 3 11 22 16 17 9 22 100 
7 6 21 13 20 15 7 18 100 
6 16 7 9 16 16 9 27 100 
All grades 6 13 18 18 15 10 20 100 
mortality. If CCC youth come fr om large families, it is logical to expect 
that a considerable percentage would have to leave school to help their 
families. Thus the data presented in Table 19 supports that of Table 6 
which showed that 25a6 per cent of CCC youth left school in order to help 
the family. 
Broken homes.-- Further evidence of difficult home background is 
revealed by the comparatively high percentage of broken homes among CCC 
youth. Table 20 shows percentages of broken and unbroken homes by school 
grade completed. For the purpose of this study, an individual was regarded 
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to have com from a broken hom unless be was found t o be liviDg with 
his own father and mother. Here, again, with the exception of high school 
graduates , there is little relationship between broken homes and grade 
Table 20. Percentage of Broken and Unbroken Homes by Grade Completion 
Per Cent Per Cent 
!J:rade Broken Unbroken 
( 1) (2) (3) 
12 26 74 
11 59 41 
10 40 60 
9 37 63 
8 35 65 
7 46 54 
6 46 54 
All grades 37 63 
completed. The total figure of broken homes, 37 per cent, is a further 
. reflection of the difficult financial situation which exists in t he homes 
of many boys. The loss of one or both parents by death or divorce more 
often than not means decreased family funds. An analysis of the broken 
home situation is shown in Table 21. A significant part of this table is 
found in the 9 per cent who lived in orphanages or boarded out with other 
families. This is the group that gave the reason, 11no one to support me 
while I went on to finish school, 11 as their reason for leav i ng school. 
Significance of high school graduate control group.-- The best in-
dication contained in the data regarding the importance of adequate 
family funds is the contrast between the home situation of high school 
graduates and non-graduates . In each of the three factors considered, 
(economic status, size of family and broken homes) the situation has been 
strikingly in the favor of the high school graduate. 
Table 21. Percentage of CCC Youth Coming from Broken and Unbroken 
Homes 
Vli th Whom Lived Per Cent 
( 1) (2) 
Unbroken Home 
Father and Mother 63 
Sub-Total 63 
Broken Home 
Mother only 15 
Father only 8 
Mo~her and Stepfather 3 
Father and Stepmother 2 
Orphanage or boarding out 9 
Sub-Total 37 
Total 100 
Other Factors of the Home Background Influencing School Mortality 
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Parental encouragement.- The effort which parents make to encourage 
their children to remain in school is the most important non-economic 
factor of the home background in relation to the problem of school 
mortality. Table 22 shows a very clear relationship between degree of 
encouragement by parents and grade completed. A relatively low percentage 
of youth who drop out of school in the lower grades receive a great deal 
of helpful encouragement from their parents. But, of those who progress 
further in school, a corresponding higher percentage receive excellent 
encouragement at home. In like manner, a very high percent~ of 6th, 
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7th, and 8th grade drop..outs receive unsatisfactory encour.agement at 
home. But this high percentage of unsatisfactory parental encouragement 
Table 22. Degree of Parental Encouragement by Grade Completion (Percentages) 
Excellent Fair Unsat i sf act ory 
Grade En~our!i:emen t Encour§!!ement Encour~ement Totals 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
12 93 5 2 100 
11 38 41 21 100 
10 38 34 18 100 
9 33 36 31 100 
8 28 37 35 100 
7 28 37 35 100 
6 23 25 52 100 
All grades 39 33 28 100 
falls sharply with each succeeding grade completion group. The writer, 
therefore. conc ludes that encouragement on the part of parents is an 
extremely important factor in keeping boys in school. 
The sharp contrast between percentage of high school graduates who 
received excellent home encouragement and the percentage of the non-
graduates who ware so favored strengthens the conclusion reached above. 
Nationality of parents.-- For the purpose of this study you.th have 
been classed as American when both parents were born in this country. 
All others have been considered as sons of foreign-born parents and have 
been classified according to the nationality of their parents. Table 23 
shows the percentages of various nationalities represented in each grade 
completede The table shows that 67 per cent of youth in the camps of 
Connecticut are of foreign-born parentage. A very high percentage of high 
school graduates are American. A large percentage of Italian and French 
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bo~s drop out i n the lower grades . A good percent age of Polish and 
Irish youth remain in school through t he upper grades . 
Tab l e .23. Percentages of Vari ous Nationalities Represented in Each Grade 
Completed 
Grade .Amer . I talian Poli sh French Irish Ger. Eng . Lith. Scotch Gr . Tot als 
( 1) (2) (3) (4 ) (5) (6) (7 ) (8) ( 9) (10) (11) 
12 45 11 15 7 12 4 4 1 1 100 
11 34 13 23 6 8 4 4 4 4 100 
10 39 17 16 8 8 4 4 2 2 100 
9 35 18 15 15 5 4 4 3 1 100 
8 34 14 19 13 7 3 6 4 100 
7 48 12 7 18 9 4 2 100 
6 30 29 4 20 4 9 2 2 100 
All grades 33 17 16 13 8 4 4 2 2 l 100 
Foreign- born percentage 67 per cent 
Table 24 shows the percent age of various nationalities in each of f our 
I.". classes. Americans dominate the highest I.Q. class. This correlates 
with the l arge group of American high school graduates. Majority of Italian . 
Table 24. Percentages of Various Nationalities in Each of Four I.Q. Classes 
I. Q. 
Cl ass .Amer. Italian Polish French Irish Ger. Eng. Lith. Scotch Gr. 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) 
110-130 60 .a 7 2 12 6 5 
90-109 32 13 18 12 10 4 5 3 2 1 
71- 89 27 22 16 17 5 4 5 2 2 
69- 26 27 13 13 8 6 3 3 l 
All classes 33 17 16 13 8 4 4 2 2 1 
and French youth are grouped in the lower I.~. c l asses. Irish and Poli sh 
boys tend t o group toward the higher I.~. classes . .Again, this data is 
consi s tent with that presented in Table 23 . 
Boston Uni"Jersity' 
School of Education 
·brary 
Totals 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
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The tendency for several national ity groups to have comparatively 
lower I.~• s. may be due to some extent to the fact that English is not 
always spoken in the home. This lll!cy be the cause of a limited vocabulary 
and decreased facility with the English ~e. Since the intelligence 
test used (Terman Test of Mental Ability) is largely one of verbalism, 
the test scores may not be a true criterion of the intelligence of this 
type of boy. 
The findings of this study indicate that ~outh born of native-born 
parents have some better chances f or success in school than do sons of 
f ore!gn-born parents. The former tend to have a higher intelligence 
quotient and to progress further in school. 
Religion • .- The fact that youth in the Connecticut camps are pre-
dominantly Catholic has already been shown. Tab le 25 shows, however, a 
Table 25 .. Relationship Be tween Religion and I.~. 
Per Cent Per Cent Per Cent 
I .g. Qla.ss C!:tholic Protestant Jewish TQtals 
( 1) (2) (3) {4) 
110 - 129 50 45 5 100 
90 - 109 69 31 0 100 
70- 89 76 23 l 100 
69 75 25 100 
All classes 71 28 l 100 
relationship between religion and I.~. of these boys in the camps. A 
large percentage of Catholic boys are grouped in the lower I.~. classes 
while Protestant boys tend to fall in the higher I.~. classes. However, 
this is merely a reflection of data presented in Table 24. Youth of 
American par-entage in this study are inclined to have a higher intelli-
gence than boys of fore i gn-born parents. These sane .American youth 
happen to be Protestant. Sons of foreign-born parents are usually 
Catholic because their parents came from European countries which are 
predominantly Catholic. This is but further evidence that the findings 
of this study are concerned with a selected group of young people and, 
therefore, do not apply to the population as a whole. 
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Race.- Only 58 cases of negro boys have been included in the study. 
This is principally because the population of the camps in Connecticut 
is only 5 per cent negro. Table 26 shows how the negro compares to the 
white in the matter of intelligence. A very high percentage of negroes 
i grouped in the lower I.~. classes. 
Table 26. Percentages of Whites and Negroes in Various I.~. Classes 
Per Cent 
I.Q,. Class White 
(1) (2) 
110 - 129 98 
90 - 109 95 
?0 - 89 95 
69 86 
All classes 94 
Per Cent 
Negro 
(3) 
2 
5 
5 
14 
6 
Totals 
100 
100 
100 
100 
100 
Table 2? shows the relationship between race and school grade co~ 
plated. Here, again, there is a tendency for the negro boy to drop 
out of school in the lower grades. The writer concludes, therefore, 
that among Connecticut CCC enrollees, the nedo youth are less in--
telligen_l._than . the white and, largely because of this reason, left 
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school ear liar. 
Table 27. Percentages of White and Negro by Grade Completion 
Per Cent Per Cent 
Grade White Negro Totf!ls 
(l) (2) (3) 
12 93 7 100 
11 97 3 100 
10 96 4 100 
9 94 9 100 
8 95 5 100 
7 87 13 100 
6 90 10 100 
All grades 94 6 100 
Factors of locality.-· An interesting comparison between youth from 
urban centers and youth from rural areas is shown in Table 28. Rural 
Table 28. Percentages of Urban and Rural Youth in Variou I.Q. Classes 
Per Cent Per Cent 
I.g.. Qlass Urban Rural Totals 
(1) (2) (3) 
110- 129 91 9 100 
90 - 109 83 17 100 
70 - 89 80 20 100 
-
69 80 20 100 
All classes 82 18 100 
youth represented only 18 per cent of the totai cases. The largest per-
centage of rural youth are grouped in the lower I.~. classes. Only 9 per 
cent appear in the 110.129 class but each of the two lowest classes show 
20 per cent rural. 
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Table 29 shows that boys from urban centers are likely to remain 
in school longer than rural youth. A large percentage of rural youth 
leave school in the lower grades. Data already presented show that a 
large number of country boys leave school to help their father with the 
Table 29. Percentages of Urban and Rural Youth in each Grade Comple tion 
Group 
Per Cent Per Cent 
Grade J.!rby Ruril Tgt!:l! 
( l) (2) (3) 
12 86 14 100 
11 88 12 100 
10 82 18 100 
9 84 16 100 
8 76 24 100 
7 79 21 100 
6 77 23 100 
All grades 82 18 100 
farm work. The writer concludes from Table 28 and Table 29 that CCC 
rural youth tend to have lower IeQ•s. than city youth and their chances 
of remaining in school are less. 
Other areas considerede-- This investigation was also carried into 
three additional areas: one, citizenship of parents, two, health, and 
three, church attendance. However, the data did not reveal any of these 
factors as having an important bearing on the main problem. 
Discussion of the Influence of the Hozm Background 
Economic factors.-~ Lack of sufficient funds is a serious problem 
in at least 25 per cent of the homes of Connecticut CCC youth. So acute 
io this problem that boys in these homes have had to leave school to help 
increase the family income. The CCC offers a partial solution to these 
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financial difficulties and it is because of this reason that this l~ge 
percentage of genuinely needy youth is found in the camps. Large size 
of families and relatively high percentage of broken homes are important 
underlying causes of sub-normal economic status. 
Other factors .-. The importance of the home background on the 
scholastic success or failure of an individual can be very great. Parental 
encouragement is often of utmost importance in determining whether or not 
a boy remains i n school. Factors of nationality, race, and location of 
the home seem also to have some bearing on this situation. To determine 
the exact importance of these factors is not the purpose of this study. 
Nevertheless, there is ample evidence to support the view that the sum 
total of all the elements of the home background exercises a profound 
influence on the life of the individual. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
Summary 
1 . A study to determine why CCC youth left school was conducted in 
each of the nine junior CCC companies in the State of Connecticut 
from October, 1939 to June, 1940. 
2. A total of 991 CCC boys were personally interviewed by the 
writer. This number included more than half of all the youth 
enrolled in the Connecticut camps during any one enrollment period. 
3. The intelligence quotient, as determined by the Terman Group Test 
of Mental Ability, was available for all cases studied . 
4. Connecticut CCC youth were found to be a selected group of young 
people. They were not representative of a cross section of the 
state's youth either as to home background or native capacity. 
5. Sixty-three per cent came from home s where parents were foreign-
born. But only 14 per cent of parents were non.-ci tizens. 
6. Thirty-seven per cent c~ from broken hones. 
7. Most CCC youth studied came from large families. 
e. Religious preference showed 71 per cent were Catholic, 28 per cent 
Protestant, and 1 per cent Jewish. 
9. Eighty-two per cent came from urban centers and 18 per cent from 
rural areas. 
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10. Only 6 per cent of all the cases were negro. 
11. All youth interviewed were between the ages of 17 and 24. 
12. The mean intelligence quotient for the 991 cases was 88.25. 
13. The most important reason for leaving school was found to be.: 
maladjustment to the school situation. This accounted for 
61.9 per cent of all responses and was divided as follows: 
lack of interest 22e3 per cent, inability to pass subjects 
16.2 per cent, dislike of some subjects 9.0 per cent, left to 
go to work 6.6 per cent, disciplinary reasons 3.5 per cent, 
fell behind class because of illness 3e3 per cent, and best 
friends left school 1 per cent. 
14. Economic causes of school mort.ality among youth studied 
accounted for 38.1 per cent of the total responses and was 
divided as follows: family needed help 25.6 per cent , 
bad to support self- orphan 5.1 per cent, left to work with 
father on farm 3.5 per cent, encouraged to leave by parents 
2.4 per cent, and after-school job took too much time and 
energy 1.5 per cent. 
15. An insufficiently high I.~. to do the academic work of the 
regular school was the most important single factor of mal-
adjustment to the school. 
16. A very high percentage of COO youth were hand-minded, with the 
greater percentage exhibiting this trait in the lower I.Q. 
brackets. The regular academic school is uninteresting to 
hand-minded youth and this is one of the important underlying 
causes of maladjustment. 
17. School subjects were regarded thus: best-liked - manual 
training; least liked - mathematics and English; most useful -
English and mathematics. 
18. Trade school droP-outs liked the manual work of trade school 
but disliked the related academic subjects so intensely that 
they left schoola 
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19. CCC youth tend to dislike subjects such as English literature 
which involve a great de~l of reading. This is especially 
true of the less intelligent boys. 
20. The less intelligent youth tend to participate less in extr~ 
curricular activities. 
21. Forty-three per cent of the boys interviewed would have pre-
ferred more men teachers in schoole 
22. Only 42 per cent received any individual educational guidance 
in school and only 32 per cent received any vocational 
guidance. 
23. Only 31 per cent liked school; 55 per cent were indifferent; 
and 14 per cent disliked school . 
24. The importance of the home background in scholastic success 
is shown by the contrast between the graduate and no~graduate 
high school group~ High school graduates ca."'Ie from homes 
having higher economic status and smaller families . Few of 
the graduates 1 homes were brokene 
25. Parental encouragement was a very important factor in keeping 
youth in school. Ninety-three per cent of the high school 
graduates received excellent parental encouragement. The 
percentages for other grade completion groups were much less. 
26. Largest percentage of high school graduates came from Amer ican-
born parents. Sons of American parents bad a higher mean I.Q.. 
than sons of fore i~born parents. 
27. Negroes were less intelligent than the white youth and did 
not progress as far in school. 
28. Urban youth were inclined to have higher I.Q•s. than rural 
youth and remained in school longere 
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Conclusions - Pertaining to CCC 
1. CCC educators must become even more cognizant of the fact that 
they are dealing with a selected group of youth, a l arge percentage of 
whom are of sub-normal intelligenc~ and come from homes whose environ-
mental influences are often unfavorable . The need for an effective 
guidance system in the camps is clearly demonstrated throughout this 
ent ire study. Great individual differences exist and these differences 
can only receive adequate attent:i.on when an understanding of the 
indiv idual in the light of his backgrouna and native capacity can be 
effected. 
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2. CCC youth have indicated a need for the academic subjects, 
English and mathematics~ This should be evidence enough that these sub-
jects should be given great emphasis in the camp educational program. 
True t they cannot be presented as they were taught in school.. Teaching 
methods must be simplified to suit the needs of the individual who 
comprehends more slowly and can absorb less at one time. Shorter teaching 
units might offer one answer to this problem. Work books which present 
information in relativel y simple language should also prove helpful. 
Whenever visual aids ca.n be substituted for the printed page (with which 
these boys find so much trouble) greater learning will probably take 
place. 
3. Greater development of the individual may be effected through 
the teaching of manual skills than by means of academic subjects. Since 
CCC youth are so largely hand-minded, considerable expansion of vocational 
facilities within the camps is imperative. However, vocat ional skills 
shoul d be kept on an elementary level where difficult related academic 
subjects are unnecessary. The case of the trade school drop--outs 
showed conclusively that it was this inability to do or dislike for the 
rela.ted academic subjects that forced withdrawal from school. 
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4. It is essential that the CCC camp provide an atmosphere that is 
conducive to self-betterment on the part of the enrollee. These youth 
are away from home and the influence of parentse Therefore, it becomes 
the duty of the camp administrntive personnel to provide the encourage-
ment and incentive necessary for the attainment of this goal. 
Conclusions - Pertaining to the School 
1. The present school system is dealing with two major groups: 
the successfully adjusted individuals who graduate and go on to college 
or find jobs, and the maladjusted young people who drop out of school with 
but meager preparation for life. The latter group has been the class with 
which this study bas been largely concerned. 
2. The group that is maladjusted to school is largely hand.-minded 
and tends to have lower !.~ 1 s. than the well adjusted group. Findings 
of this study show that the former is woefully neglected in our present 
educational set-up. These individuals find little opportunity to express 
their inherent manual tendencies and find the academic subjects taught 
on a level fa.r above their comprehension and rate of learning. Reading 
materi~l is much too difficult, they are crowded out of the extr~ 
curricular activities by their more intelligent classmates and they find 
little in school which actually interests them. 
3. This situation is so serious that the writer believes our present 
form of academic school can never be sufficiently remodeled to accommodate 
both of the groups mentioned. It might be a better plan to develop a 
new type of school particularly equipped to take care of the present 
maladjusted group~ In such a school these individuals might have their 
own extra-curricular activities; necessary academic subjects might be 
presented more slowly and in simplerlanguage; and sufficient manual art 
subjects could be provided to allow ample opportunity for the type of 
thing in which they are interested and are equipped to do. 
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4. 1w:y major changes in our educational system must be based on an 
adequate guidance systeme Because this ·phase of education has been so 
much neglected. many schools are not fully aware of the degree of 
maladjustment which exists among their pupils. The writer hopes that 
this study will make some contribution toward a fuller appreciation of 
this situation. 
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.APPENDIX 
THESIS INTERVIEW 
Physi c~.:!:_ Data 
Address Name ------------------------~ 
He~ght Age --------------~Weight ____________ ~ Religion Race 
Enrollee's Birth place Citizen'? 
--------------------· yes no 
Father's Birth Place Citizen? ------------------------~ yes no 
Citizen? Mother's Birth Place __________________________ . 
yes no 
I. Q· score 
----
Home Background 
urban _______ Rural ____ __ 
Father living (during school days) Mother living 
yes no yes no 
With whom did you live during your school days? 
1. Mother and father 4. Hother and stepfather 
2. Mother only 5. 7 fl .+J t ~ .. LC' and stepmother 
'7. Father only 6. other ** ..,. 
How many brothers and sisters l i ved at home while you were in school'? 
How well did you get along ot home'? 
-=-----=-=-very well Well Fair Poorly 
If you didn't get along well, what was the reason? 
--------------------------
How much encouragement did your par ents give you in your s chool work? 
1. Much - helped with homework 
~--,----2. Did not help wi th home work but gave every other encouragei:Ient 
------3. Displayed fa~r amount of interest __ ~~~~--
4. Did not care whether or not I stayed in school 
----5. Encouraged me to leave school 
6. Forced me to leave school ---------
What was the economic status of your family? 
1. Junple amount of necessities of life ___ _ 
2. SUfficient funds to make ends meet __ ~-----
3. Had a difficult time making ends meet 
------4. Absolutely needed my support ______________ _ 
._ . -HO-w pleasant was your family life? 
Normal happy home ______ __ 
2. Quite a bit of quarreling in the home _____ __ 
3. Great deal of quarreling in the home ______ _ 
4. Extremely unhappy home 
-------
-2-
How good was your health during your early years? . 
1. Excellent - seldom sick 
2. some sickness but did n-o7t-m~i-s_s_m_a_ny days of school 
3. Considerable sickness - missed -----
~-grade whole grade 
How regularly did you go to church? 
1. Every Sunday 3. Seldom 
2. Q.ui te often 4. Never ----
SCHOOL BACKGROUND 
Last grade completed Type of course 
--------------
What subjects did you like best in school? teast? 
1. Science 5. Manual training 
2. Math 6. commercial subjects 
3. English '7. Other 
4. History 8. Other 
Did you enjoy tnglish Literature? If not, why? 
1. Not interested in tha~ type of reading 
2. Didn't understand the books read -----
3. Other 
-------------------------------------
Have the things you studied been useful to you? 
-=---very some No 
Do you lfave the feeling that _your school course met your needs and interests? 
1. Very well 3. Not at all 
2. Partially ---
If not, what would you have preferred to take up in school? 
-------
would you have been more interested if you had an opportunity to work with 
your hands, to have learned something about a trade? 
------
Did your school work come reasonably easy to you? 
yes no 
Did you have to work too hard in school? TOo much home work? 
yes no yes no 
How did you get along with your teachers? 
poorly 
How did you get along with other students? 
very well Average 
would you have liked to have more men teachers? 
poorly 
What extra-curricular activities? 
was any effort made to help you select your school subjects? (ind. att.) 
yes no 
Any vocational guidance concerning plans for your life's work or fUI·ther study_ 
Did you have an after school job? 
yes no 
Did this job interfere with your school work? 
1.-- No 
2. som-e~b-u~t~d1~-d~n-o-t cause me to fail any subjects 
----3. Was responsible for some of my subject failures 
----
-3-
Did you have any really close friends during the period you went to school? 
Did your friends leave school about the same time you did? 
---
Did that influanca.you at all? 
Yes some No 
Do you wish you had stayed in school? 
yes No 
What was your attitude toward school? 
1. Liked school 
2. Inl ifferent 
3. Disliked school 
Did you wish to leave achooi when you did? 
Yes "NO 
Vfhy do you think you left school? 
1. I didn't feel school was doing me enough good ___ __. 
2 . I couldn't get along with some of the teachers 
~----3. N!Y parents didn't encourage me to stay in school ~---
4. I disli~ed some of my studies so much that school became distasteful 
5. I was ill and fell behind my class 
----6. I had to work too hard in school 
..-,.---.,.--?. some of my best friends left school so I decided to l8ave also 
-----8. I had a good chance to get a job. 
9 • ... I couldn'·t seem to get my studies so I got discouraged and left 
10. I couldn 1 t SE.&m to get along with the other pupils ---
ll. :My teachers were not very good...-..-- ---
12. Had to work too hard - too much home wor•k 
-..,...,...--,.._..,.,..--,-....,-
l3. M~ after school job took so much of my time that I got behind in my 
studies and decided to leave school 
----------. 14. My family really needed my help so I left school to help support 
myself and my family ---~---
15. I hc.d no one to support me while I went onto finish school 
---16. Other ~--~----------------------------------------------------------
